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Independence special
This day is a celebration to all Indians .On this day, Indians had

finally got the independence they deserved .

Dear Indians always remember ,

“India is the cradle of the human race , the birthplace of human

speech, the mother of history ,the grandmother of legend , and

the great grandmother of tradition ” – MARK TWAIN

Upcoming Events for August

- Chess competition(More details to follow)

- Elementary math club starts in september

- Volunteer for chess competition

- Youth Leadership Development Certification

- We Strive Launchpad entrepreneurship club
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Board Member Talk
IN CONVERSATION WITH Ms. Ritu Bharthi -WE STRIVE BOARD MEMBER

Interviewed by: Pavan ,Tanu ,Medha, and Gowri Compiled by : Tanu and Raghu .

Ms. Ritu Bharti, one of the most key people in the Board of Directors crew,has been a part of the organization
since the past 4-5 years when it first started. Stay tuned to hear what she has to say about.We Strive and her
experience. She believes We Strive is a great platform for the youth to engage, explore and lead. She is extremely
passionate about her work involving healthcare and the medical aspect of life. She strives to share this knowledge with
others and how to live a healthy life along with healthy habits. Ms. Ritu’s vision for We Strive is a very ambiguous one;
being able to provide many youth the opportunity to find their passion through exploring the various clubs provided at
We Strive. Keep reading the Horizon Newsletter to find out more about this month’s news!

When did you join we strive?

I joined the year when it first started .

Who or what made you join we strive ?

I felt like it was a good platform for kids to learn different kinds of things like healthy eating

habits and good health.I am interested in explaining more about foods and healthy habits . At

the sametime, I feel like it's not only important to have healthy habits but also following

spiritual and holistic life makes a difference .

What impact do you feel you made on We Strive?

I feel like there is no measure for it .I gave people knowledge about food, habits and

lifestyle. I don’t really think of expecting something by giving my knowledge of a healthy

lifestyle.
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In your opinion how do you think We Strive impacted our community?

We strive helped by giving classes and building up children's confidence and opportunities to

explore more.We strive is giving a broad platform to compassionate kids and bring change in

the society for a healthy and positive lifestyle.

What is your favorite work to do ?

My most favorite work to do is to learn more and more about healthy living and spread the

word. I truly believe that people should have a healthy lifestyle.

What is your role in we strive?and how do you feel about it?

My role is one of the board members and it feels good to be a part of the We Strive.

and I feel immense pleasure if people listen and follow my suggestions.

What challenges did you face ?

My only roadblock was when I joined We Strive and explained about healthy lifestyle ,some people

were not willing to listen and try to have a holistic lifestyle .

What is your vision for We Strive?

My vision for We Strive is being able to provide many youth the opportunity to find their

passion through exploring the various clubs provided at We Strive.
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Happy friendship day
Friendship- the altruistic bond between two or more people. Friendship is a connection that revolves around love,
trust, honesty, and company. Without these key components, a friendship cannot last. In a good friendship, both of
you will prioritize each other and stay side by side no matter what. However, as time goes on, so do friendships.

Friendship Day is the day that further emphasizes the significance of the special bond. The concept of dedicating a
day to honor friends was first introduced by Hallmark Cards and created by Joyce Hall in the 1930’s. Despite the
fact that this great idea was never actually materialized, it made unaware individuals recognise the importance of
friendship in people’s lives.

In 1935, the United States Congress officially made Friendship Day a holiday to be celebrated on the first Sunday of
August. Over the years, the idea was acknowledged by many countries as more and more began adopting their own
versions of Friendship Day.

Friendship is a must in everybody’s life as it prevents loneliness and isolation. Friends will always stay by your
side no matter your condition. They can increase your sense of belonging and even purpose! This Sunday, make sure
you celebrate all of your friends’ kindness and maybe even give them a little reward for being there for you.
Happy Friendship day everybody!
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